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To Konrad Bleuler on the occasion of his 60th birthday A coordinate-independent formulation of the chiral-symmetric pion theory is developed using a dreibein field which introduces a redundant gauge field into the field equations. There is a particular gauge, where the field variables transform linearly under chiral transformations and the field equa tions reduce to those of the Sugawara-model. Quantization of Sugawara's field equations is obtained in terms of Green's functions. The field equations for the coordinate-independent Green's functions are translated into equations for coordinate Green's functions by introduction of the coordinates as auxiliary variables. The latter field equations incorporate the additional Feynman graphs dis covered before.
I. Introduction
The success of the chiral-invariant nonlinear pion model in the tree approximation has motivated a number of authors to study the perturbation theory of this model in general. Two major obstacles have to be overcome, before the perturbation series can be given a well defined meaning. The more severe one arises from the fact that the Lagrangian is of the nonpolynomial type and, therefore, nonrenormalizable. Recently, some progress in the study of nonpolynomial Lagrangians has been made by the use of superpropagators. In context with chiral-in variant pion Lagrangians superpropagators have been discussed by Lehmann and T ru te 1 and Krause and S c h e u n e rt 2. The superpropagator method requires localizability. Lehmann and T ru te 1 have shown that this condition determines the pion field coordinates uniquely. Here the second difficulty, we have mentioned, shows up. The per turbation series should, of course, be independent of the choice of coordinates and moreover, it should be chiral-invariant.
In the following we develop a formulation of the chiral-symmetric pion theory which is independent of the coordinates, while the chiral transformations are reduced to linear transformations of the field variables. The problem to find a coordinate-indepen dent representation is quite similar to that of giving a gauge-independent formulation of electrodynamics. All we have to do, is to introduce a dreibein field and to take components of the field variables with respect to it. In Section II we show that the field equations for the pion coordinates are transformed into field equations for an isovector current and a redundant gauge field reflecting the freedom to choose a particular dreibein field. The chiral trans formations are in general accompanied by a change of gauge. But there is a particular gauge in which the field variables transform linearly under chiral transformations. The field equations then coincide with those of the Sugaw ara model 3. This matter is discussed in Section III. Finally, in Section IV, we treat the quantization of Sugawara's field equa tions. This is done in terms of Green's functions which we write in the compact notation introduced by M andelstam 4. The coordinate-independent and chiral-symmetric Green's functions are transformed into the pion field Green's functions by the intro duction of coordinates, serving as auxiliary vari ables quite similar as the potentials do in electro magnetic and Yang-Mills field theory. The pertur bation series for the coordinate Green's functions contains the additional Feynman graphs, discovered by many authors 5-7.
II. Coordinate-Independent Representation
The chiral-symmetric pion Lagrangian is usually written in the geometric form 8 £ = l g i}(7i) 3^3 P r i, (2.1) where 7i*(x) (i= 1, 2, 3) are the coordinates of the pion field and g^ is the metric tensor of the Riemannian space S3 . The curvature tensor of S3 can be expressed in terms of the metric tensor Rum= r it ji\fc -r it jm + r y r it mk -r $ r { m]
where / is the radius of the sphere S3, r^^i are Christoffel symbols of the first kind and j k denotes 3 J . We now introduce a dreibein field e f f a ) ( a = l , 2, 3) on 53 . Here and in the following we use sub scripts or superscripts from the middle of the Latin alphabet to denote the pion coordinates. Contravariant vectors are denoted by superscripts, covariant vectors by subscripts. Superscripts from the beginning of the Latin alphabet denote the vectors of the dreibein field. There is no distinction between contravariant and covariant components in this case. The contravariant dreibein vectors are defined by
A dreibein field is defined by the properties e^n ) e/2(n) = gi}(zi) (2.4a)
Under coordinate transformations it transforms as a vector field e f (n) 3nißn* = e? (71), n l = n* (n ). (2.5)
The components of a vector field Vl (n) on S3 with respect to the dreibein field are then scalars,
A dreibein field may be defined as solution of the differential equations e% =e% -T % e l = C?be}>.
(2.7)
The symbol "||" denotes covariant differentiation and T\j are Christoffel symbols of the second kind. The vector field Cjab is obtained by taking dreibein components of the tensor e®j; with respect to the in dex i. We may choose any vector field that satisfies the two following conditions: Firstly, it follows by differentiation of (2.4 b) that the matrix Cjab is skew symmetric
Secondly, the integrability of the system (2.7) has to be secured. The condition J1 A Ci\j\k -ei\k\j = <J requires pah pab . pac pcb pac pcb d am abn
where we have used (2.2) to obtain the last term. Since any skew symmetric matrix can be written in the form Q.ab = £abc Q.c ? (2.9) the dreibein field (tt) is actually determined in terms of a second vector field C/2 (71) on S3 . The two vector fields ef (71) and Cia(7i) suggest the in troduction of two coordinate-independent Lorentz vector fields: V*{x) =e?{7i{x)) 3" (2.10)
The integrability condition (2. III. Chiral Invariance
The space S3 can be identified with the homo geneous space S t/(2) x SU {2) |S t/(2 ). Hence the group SU(2) x S U (2) may be represented by iso metric transformations of the metric g-,j9 which satisfy 3 7l'n 3 7ln 9ij M =9mn 0*)
We consider e. g. the metric in Riemannian normal coordinates,
where Jt denotes the coordinates rr' (i = 1, 2, 3). The group SU(2) x SU (2) /."(V) and /"(A) are the group parameters. The tangent vectors tn1 (rr) to the chiral transformations are given in the coordinate system choosen by tj(7 r)= l/7 t2c t g | /^ d j It may easily be checked that the conditions (3.1) are fulfilled. Because of (3.1) isometric transformations induce orthogonal transformations of the dreibein field as (2.16), where the matrix U in general depends on the coordinates. Can we choose the dreibein field such that the chiral transformations reduce to linear transformations? Further information on the struc ture of dreibein fields can be extracted from Eqs. (2.8 b) and (2.13). Addition or subtraction of these equations yields
The general solution of (3.4) is eabc[Cic± (l//) e.cj = _ {U-1 u^ab^ (3) (4) (5) where U (rr) is an arbitrary orthogonal matrix. By comparison with (2.17) we see that any dreibein field can be reached by orthogonal transformation with \U\ = +1 from the particular dreibein fields e " defined by (±)e% = r f -( ±)e/,a + (1//) (±)e.c. Hence, e? m = Uab(n) e b ( n ) , (3.9) where U is an orthogonal matrix with U\ = + 1. Putting (3.9) in (3.7) we conclude that the matrix JJ has to be independent of zi. Consequently the drei bein fields ^e , 0 transform linearly under chiral transformations. They are transformed into each other under reflection of the pion coordinates, which is also an isometric transformation of the metric (3.2) S (±)eia = £abc Äb(V) (±)eic, (3.10 a) 5 ( ± V = ± eabcl b{A) ^e f , (3.10 b) (±)eia = Rab (3.10 c) where Rab = -dab is the reflection matrix. For the following it is sufficient to consider only one set of linearly transforming dreibein fields, e. g. ^e f that satisfies (3.6) with the minus sign. We may then drop the superscript ( + ).
Comparing (2.7) and (3.6) we note for this particular dreibein field Ciab= -( 1 / f ) Eabceic It may easily be checked that the dreibein field (3.17) yields the metric (3.2). It satisfies the dif ferential Eq. (3.6) with the minus sign, if we cal culate the Christoffel symbols from the metric (3.2). The solution of (3.6) with the plus sign is obtained by parity reflection Jil -ti1 . It must be mentioned that the dreibein field (3.17) is closely related to the tangent vectors of the group SU{2) x S U (2). The tangent vector tJiA ) for chiral transformations is given by (3.3) while the tangent vector for isospin transformations is To obtain (4.1 a) e. g. we use (2.10) and (3.6) [V0a(x),V 0b(x ')]X0^0' = [eaid 0 eVd0 = -i{ e ai e % -e bi e%) 3 ^6 ( X -X f) = i(2//) £bcd ecj edi eai 30 tx) b {x -x') = i(2/f) eabc V0°(x) d ( x -X ) .
The Green's functions can be defined in the usual way. As is well known one has to add extra terms to make the Green's functions covariant, because the commutators (4.1) contain derivatives of deltafunctions. The definition is as follows:
We have introduced Gtia(x) to exhibit the structure of the supplementary terms. The differential equations for the Green's functions follow from the field Eqs. (3.13) and the equal time commutation relations (4.1). For the purpose of illustration we mention three of them: The divergence equations can now also be expressed in condensed notation: On the other hand, the coordinate operators are not uniquely determined by (4.14), because we may intro duce an arbitrary orthogonal matrix into the definition (3.15 b) of the ourrent in terms of the coordinates: Again these functions are not determined uniquely by the original Green's functions (4.8) .
Bearing this fact in mind we want to translate the field Eqs. (4.9) and (4.12) into equations for the auxiliary Green's functions. Equation (4.9) has already been solved by the introduction of the coordinate operators (4.14) and can be dropped. The first term of (4.12) is also easily translated. Writing V,a(x )= e ia { n (x ))d /X n!(x) , (4.19) where the dreibein field e? is given by (3.17), we obtain according to (3.6) :
To translate the second term of (4.12) we have to introduce a second set of operators rji(x) (i= 1, 2, 3), which we define by their commutation relations with the coordinate operators:
The commutation relations (4.11) are satisfied, if we put
In fact, we obtain by means of (4.21) and (3.6) :
[Ua{x ),V b{y)} = [e*@ (x))rn{x), e f (n{y)) dvM(y) ] = e? f r ( y )
The condition (4.13) is fulfilled, if we write Ua{x) =rji(x) eai{n{x)) (4.24) instead of (4.22) and require (H0\ Vi( x ) = 0 . The last term is equivalent to the counterterm Zl£= -i<5(0) In Vg (4.30) in the Lagrangian that has been discussed by a number of authors 5~7.
Differential equations for the auxiliary Green's functions are obtained from (4.29) by scalar multiplica tion with the dual vectors (4.15). Having solved these equations by a perturbation series we can construct the coordinate independent Green's functions that transform linearly under chiral transformation according to the prescription (4.14), e. g. It is shown that the cluster expansion formalism previously developed as a basis for a theory of the ground state of correlated systems may be generalised in such a way as to enable the applica tion of the generator coordinate method in the presence of singular interactions, thereby providing also a theory for excited states.
A new interest in the Jastrow method seems to be developing. Investigations of the ground state of cor related Fermi systems, based on cluster expansion formalisms, have been performed by the present authors 1-3, and by others 4~6. We feel that cluster expansions are also useful for investigating excited states, in particular for extending the generator co ordinate method or the random phase approximation (RPA) to systems containing singular interactions. In the present note we describe a method by which the cluster expansion formalism considered in Re ferences 2' 3 may be used to apply the generator co ordinate method to systems containing short range correlations due to the hard core of the two-body force. In Refs. 1-3 a wave function of the form | W) = exp S |
where | was a Slater determinant,
i = l and 5 was a two-body operator has been considered. In order to describe deviations from equilibrium we will allow S to contain a one-body part. Therefore we write n' n s = 2 Si + i 2 fii = 2 (rn j 5 | i) aZ, at i = 1 if j = l mi -\ 2 ( m n \j\i j) a t an ctj at ,
mnij where j i j ) and j m n) are non antisymmetrized sta tes. We use the letters i, j, k, . . . to refer to occupied states (holes), the letters m, n, p, . . . to refer to un occupied states (particles), and the greek letters a, ß, y ,. . . to refer to either. The quantities ( m n \f \i j) are functions of the quantities (m | s ! i) which may be determined by the prescription that the expecta tion value of the Hamiltonian H should be a mini mum for fixed values of (m j s | i ) . In order to write down cluster expansions we define n-particle uncorrelated states
